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QUESTION: 78
Which restore method is invalid when restoring files?

A. overwrite a file on disk only if it is older
B. skip a file if it already exists
C. restore over existing files
D. restore using a temporary filename

Answer: D

QUESTION: 79
An administrator has several expired backup sets that are still showing under the
configured Disk Storage. Which two reasons will prevent the expired backup sets from
being deleted? (Select two.)

A. There are other unexpired backup sets that are dependent on them.
B. The expired backup sets need to be duplicated before they will be deleted.
C. The expired backup sets are part of a (Simplified Disaster Recovery) SDR-enabled
backup.
D. The expired backup sets have to be overwritten by a new backup job.
E. The expired backup sets need to be manually deleted from the Backup Exec console.

Answer: C, E

QUESTION: 80
Which two backup settings can be modified for a duplicate stage added to a backup job?
(Select two.)

A. Schedule
B. Security
C. Notification
D. Network

E. Test run

Answer: A, C

QUESTION: 81
The security team that monitors and audits a network has captured unexpected but
regular network traffic being sent from the Backup Exec server to systems that are
deliberately restricted from being involved with Backup Exec. The team has notified the
backup administrator of the findings. Which Backup Exec setting should the
administrator change to stop the unexpected network traffic?

A. Allow Backup Exec to report anonymous usage information
B. Discover servers that have data that has not been backed up
C. Enable TCP dynamic port range
D. Check for updates automatically according to a schedule

Answer: C

QUESTION: 82
Which action must an administrator take to properly restore System State on a live
Windows web server?

A. Restore System State in Safe mode
B. Restore System State in Directory Services Restore mode
C. Restore System State and reboot the server
D. Reboot the server before the restore of System State
E. restore System State with the option to Mark this server as the primary arbitrator

Answer: C

QUESTION: 83
What is the most efficient way an administrator can test logon accounts?

A. Manage Logon Accounts > Test > select the servers
B. log in to each server individually with the account
C. BEUtility > Test Service Account
D. create a Server Group and test credentials

Answer: A

QUESTION: 84
When performing a disaster recovery using Simplified Disaster Recovery (SDR), the
hard drive partitions are detected incorrectly. Which option must the administrator use to
configure the partitions correctly?

A. Advanced Disk Configuration
B. Load storage controller drivers
C. Load disk drivers
D. Veritas Volume Manager

Answer: A

QUESTION: 85
What is the default catalog location in a Central Admin Server (CAS) Managed Backup
Exec Server (MBES) environment?

A. centralized
B. distributed
C. synchronized
D. replicated

Answer: A
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